Under Mayor Bowser’s leadership the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) has made historic investments in improving the condition of the District’s transportation infrastructure.

Since FY 2015 DDOT’s efforts to eliminate all poor quality streets, sidewalks and alleys has resulted in record investments in each of these areas allowing for significant progress towards Mayor Bowser’s goal of eliminating all poor quality streets, sidewalks and alleys. In order to achieve that goal and maximize the amount of infrastructure in good and excellent condition DDOT plans to continue this pace of repair and maintenance through FY 2024. While the department’s funding plans eliminate all poor streets in FY 2025, DDOT will continue aggressive management of its local capital portfolio to reprogram funds as appropriate to meet the goal of repaving all streets in poor condition by 2024.
Serious Spending On Streets
Fixing All Local Roadways in Poor Condition Within Six Years
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Eliminating Poor Infrastructure ($ in thousands)

AlleyPalooza
The District’s Historic Investment in Its Alley Network
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Sidewalk Spending
95 Percent of Sidewalks Rated Good, Excellent by FY 2024
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